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HWZHHQ 3LFW HV DQG :R GV DOO 0DQQ V R G WL
EVW DFW Sally Mann’s autobiography ROG 6WLOO is a rare book which examines from the
L W I YLH I K W JU KHU WKH
OLWHU W UH G K W JU K
P OHPH W H K WKHU
in creating complex artistic visions. At the same time, it is not merely a famous artist’s
autobiography, but an artful literary creation in its own right. The paper examines the nature
of relations between literature and Sally Mann’s photography.
.H ZR GV photography, autobiography, memoir, Sally Mann, ROG 6WLOO

Sally Mann’s autobiography ROG 6WLOO is a rare book which examines from the point
of view of a photographer interrelations between photography and literature. It is
not only an account of Mann’s artistic career, but also a study of the way literature
and photography complement each other in creating complex artistic visions. At the
same time, it is not merely an artist’s autobiography, but an artful literary creation
in its own right.
Mann is not the rst author to write extensively on the connections between
the visual and the verbal. In fact, those interrelations have been a subject of interest
for many literary theorists, art critics, and artists themselves. Although for a long
WLPH ULWHU I U EYL
UH
LGHUHG
L WL J W EH LP UW W I U
IHHGL J WKHLU YL L
L WKH H G UW I WKH L HWHH WK H W U WKH L YH WL
I
photography made many of them turn to this revolutionary new medium and explore
its artistic possibilities. A similar process was taking place in literary criticism. At
rst, even when photography was already treated as a legitimate art form, critics
were predominantly interested in exploring the interaction between literature and
painting. In the recent decades, however, they have changed their attitude and
now, more and more often, explore the nature of relations between literature and
photography. Perhaps the best study of those relations is Jane M. Rabb’s monumental
WK O J /LWHUDWXUH DQG 3KRWRJUDSK ,QWHUDFWLRQV
W JHWKHU LWK WKH
I OO
Y O PH 7KH 6KRUW 6WRU DQG 3KRWRJUDSK
V
V. Both studies
L O GH
JH IU P
UN E P U L WHU WL O WK U K L Y UL
deal with photography or draw directly from it.
In the introduction to the former volume, while explaining ction writers’
growing fascination with photography, Rabb notices that as soon as photography
became recognized as a legitimate new art form, “many novelists... may have tried to
HP O WH WKH PHU LWK LW HU
O GL L OL HG GHW LOHG G
U WH PLUU UL J I
surface reality” (xxxviii). Indeed, she quotes Walt Whitman who—fascinated with
the invention of photography—“boasted that ‘in these /HDYHV RI UDVV] everything
is literally photographed, nothing is poeticized, not a stop, not an inch, nothing for
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beauty’s sake’” (xxxviii). This fascination and early enthusiasm for photography,
shared by, among others, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Mark Twain, and Jack London,
obviously had its critics. The enthusiasm was, for example, toned down by the main
advocate of realism, William Dean Howells, who—as Rabb notices—“often used
the word ‘photographic’ pejoratively to suggest a limited imagination or ignoble
purpose” (xxxviii-xxxix). Although such objections were not uncommon, the interest
in the medium was steadily growing.
The attractiveness of photography to writers became apparent when some of
them also chose to express themselves through photography. Jack London, Eudora
Welty, Richard Wright, Jerzy Kosinski, and Allen Ginsberg were among those who
recognized the artistic potential of photography and practiced it along with writing.
Walker Evans, a failed writer but an accomplished photographer, whom Rabb quotes
L KHU H
WL HG
Photography seems to be the most literary of the graphic arts. It will
have—on occasion and in effect—qualities of eloquence, wit, grace, and
economy; style, of course; structure and coherence; paradox and play
and oxymoron. If photography tends to be literary, conversely certain
ULWHU UH WL H EO
K W JU KL IU P WLPH W WLPH I U L W H
James, and Joyce, and particularly Nabokov. (qtd. in Rabb /LWHUDWXUH DQG
3KRWRJUDSK , xlii)

The similarities between the two kinds of artistic expression are even more
pronounced when we notice that their development patterns are similar. As Eugenia
Parry attests, “[b]oth art forms have secured aesthetic respectability while treading
roughly parallel paths from objective narrative to idiosyncratic statement” (ix).
The importance of interrelations between literature and photography has
been recognized not only by literary critics but also by those whose perspective
is largely photographic. An art critic, François Brunet, boldly asserts that “in the
age of Barthes, Baudrillard, Sebald, and Sherman photography has become a new
P H I OLWHU W UH
U HUK
H I WKH GULYL J I U H EHKL G WKH HYL WL
I
literary speech’—and a principal weapon in the critique of the very reality it was
once supposed to certify” (143). Those who trace the connections between the visual
G WKH YHUE O IU P OLWHU U HU H WLYH UHIHU PH K W EYL O W LP JL W
poetry as the territory where those links are most visible. However, as Parry notices,
writers themselves “compare photography to the short story as the extraction of a
few simple truths ‘worth the trouble to stay and watch,’ as Cortázar puts it” (xvii).
Obvious examples of photography with strong literary potential would be the art
of Gregory Crewdson, William Eggleston, Diane Arbus and Cindi Sherman. Their
photographs bring immediate associations with the short stories of Raymond Carver
or Frederick Barthelme and might, in fact, be used in creative writing courses as
offering inspiring starting points for storytelling and triggering creative impulses.
:KLOH ULWL
P K WWH WL W WKH UU WLYH WH WL O I K W JU K
they also tend to agree with Roland Barthes that “[t]he photograph is literally an
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emanation of the referent” (80). This inherent referential quality of photography
makes critics recognize the similarities between “light writing” and “life writing”—
the most referential among literary genres. Those connections were carefully studied
and documented by Timothy Dow Adams in his /LJKW :ULWLQJ DQG /LIH :ULWLQJ
3KRWRJUDSK LQ XWRELRJUDSK
KHUH KH GH ULEH GLIIHUH W NL G I L WHUUHO WL
between the two. His focus is on “the way interrelations between photography and
W EL JU K GHP WU WH WKH L KHUH W WH GH
L E WK W
H O
P K
WKH UHYH O WKU JK WKHLU E LOW L PELJ LW WKHLU W U O UHO WL KL W WKH UOG
they depict, which always seems more direct that it really is” (xxi). Adams takes
L W
LGHU WL
HYHU O GLIIHUH W WHJ ULH I OLIH ULWL J L
KL K WKH U OH I
JU KL HOHPH W L I UWL O U LP UW H G GL
H WKH P
I WL
WKH
serve. The nal section of Adams’s analysis is devoted to autobiographies written
by photographers themselves. The critic discusses self-narratives of Eudora Welty,
Wright Morris, and Edward Weston, and demonstrates different ways in which the
visual and the verbal interact in their texts.
In his essay on Welty’s autobiography 2QH :ULWHU V HJLQQLQJV G P
notices that although “there are important connections between her photography and
KHU non ction,” there is “no speci c, conscious connection between her early career
K W JU KHU G KHU OH U L J W ULWH ction” (175). The critic stresses the fact
that despite her “photographic involvement, Welty has consistently resisted attempts
to make too direct a connection between her photographs and her stories” (152).
In a chapter devoted to Wright Morris’s autobiographical writings, Adams focuses
on what he nds characteristic of the writer’s method, which he characterizes as a
“complicated and original way of incorporating photography into and behind his
writing, as well as within his actual life” (176). His analysis of the interrelations
between photography and literature in Morris’s writings shows that the photographer/
writer was mostly interested in combining the two by creating “photo-texts,” that is
“books that include sophisticated combinations of his prose and his photographs”
(177). In his intertextual works, Morris—who was obviously not the rst one to do
it—used images and words to create an original art form.
The way in which photography and writing interact is still different in
Edward Weston’s self-narratives. Adams sees the role of Weston’s writing as
providing “abundant autobiographical information which helps to see Weston’s
photographs more clearly and deeply” (205). The critic adds: “By combining his
K W JU K LWK KL G LO ULWL J 7KH D ERRNV RI (GZDUG :HVWRQ LOO WU WH WKH
L WHUUHO WL KL EHW HH
K W PLJKW WKHU L H EH WK JKW I
H U WH UH
I
artistic expression, for by reading his writing and his photographs together we can
see how much they have in common” (224). Weston’s diary helps his readers to
GHU W G K
KL K W JU K
PH L W EHL J G K W WK JKW
G HP WL
stood behind them. This strategy, especially popular among artist photographers, was
IWH
WWHP W H H L OO W WKH WLPH KH K W JU K
W HW
LGHUHG
to be a legitimate art form—to defend photography’s artistic potential and situate it
in a larger artistic and cultural context.
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For his analysis, Adams selected texts by three different photographers,
UH WO
PL J WK W WKH LOO WU WH WKH P W UH UH H W WLYH WU WHJLH
I
photographers/writers. Although Adams was aware that there were other examples of
photographers’ life stories, he ignored them in his study, apparently convinced that they
merely repeated the patterns of Welty, Morris, and Weston. Interestingly, fteen years
IWHU WKH EOL WL
I /LJKW :ULWLQJ DQG /LIH :ULWLQJ there appeared a text which adds
P K W WKH GL
L
I L WHUUHO WL
EHW HH K W JU K
G W EL JU K U
actually—between photography and literature. This book is Sally Mann’s autobiography
ROG 6WLOO
0HPRLU ZLWK 3KRWRJUDSKV KHUH WKH WK U meticulously explores
H WL
EHW HH
UG
G LP JH W WKH PH WLPH NLOOI OO GHP WU WL J WK W
she is as uent and insightful in literature as she is in photography.
Mann, respected by photography enthusiasts as a particularly original artist
who often employs in her work a nineteenth-century technique of wet collodion,
became known to the general public with her exhibition (1990) and her third book
E WK H WLWOHG ,PPHGLDWH )DPLO . The album includes black and white
K W JU K I KHU WKUHH UH EH H W KLOGUH IWH
GH H
L J WKHLU OLIH WKH
Manns’ farm. A chronicle of growing up, ,PPHGLDWH )DPLO G PH W WKH HYHU G
chores and joys, but also the little problems that all children have. The photographs,
EOL KHG L
K W
LGHUHG W EH YHU
HUY WLYH GH GH L
PHUL
history, created a major controversy with the artist being accused of exploiting her
children and actually coming dangerously close to child pornography. The debate
became even more heated after Richard B. Woodward, an arts critic, published in
7KH 1HZ RUN 7LPHV 0DJD LQH a cover story, “The Disturbing Photography of Sally
Mann,” in which he described the nature of the controversy. The critic noticed that
“probably no photographer in history has enjoyed such a burst of success in the
art world” (29), but suggested that the reasons of this success were not necessarily
of an artistic nature. Woodward’s article started a erce discussion, which—for
EYL
UH
I
HG
P U O G OLWL O L H U WKHU WK
WKH UWL WL
ones thereby making Sally Mann a public gure.
,PPHGLDWH )DPLO was not the only project of Sally Mann that created
controversy. In :KDW 5HPDLQV
KH L O GHG
H WL
LWK K W JU K
of decomposing bodies taken at the University of Tennessee’s Anthropological
Research Facility (“The Body Farm”), while in 3URXG )OHVK
KH G PH WHG
the painful process and effects of muscular dystrophy on her husband’s body. In this,
as in many of her photographic projects, Mann does not aim to stun the viewer with
technical perfection or beauty. In an interview she explains: “[T]he work I’m doing is
in service to an idea rather than just to see what something looks like photographed”
(O’Grady). Here Mann alludes to the famous statement by Garry Winogrand: “I
photograph to nd out what something will look like photographed” (Diamonstein),
JJH WL J WK W KH L
W PHUHO L WHUH WHG L WKH YL O
H W I K W JU K E W
that she wants to tell stories through it.
Sally Mann holds a very special place in American photography and yet
her art is hard to ascribe to one particular category or genre. Woodward rightly
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notices that Mann’s work “embodies several antithetical trends in contemporary
photography,” and explains:
By locating her material in the lives of her own family, Mann belongs among the
confessional documentarians, like Tina Barney and Larry Sultan. But the construction
of her photographs as ction rather than fact, with a moody narrative linking the
images, puts her in a camp with Cindy Sherman and the post-modernists—the
antique look of the prints—the vignetting, shallow depth of eld, blurred edges and
general languor—connects her to neo-pictorialists like Bruce Weber and the Starns.
Like them, she depends as much on evocation as description. (“The Disturbing
Photography of Sally Mann”)

The critic sees another tradition in Mann’s photography as well: “Sally Mann is
very much an anomaly. Her large-format camera and thorough exploitation of blackand-white printing techniques hark back to 19th-century ideals. She may have more
in common with Victorian photographers, like Julia Margaret Cameron and Lewis
Carroll, than with anyone contemporary” (“The Disturbing Photography of Sally
Mann”).
Woodward, who stresses the “ ctional” character of Mann’s photographs, is
not the only one to recognize the literary character of Mann’s art. Commenting on
Mann’s series of photographs of black male bodies characterized by obvious antislavery overtones, John Stauffer, a professor of African American Studies, notices:
[T]hey become visual poems that connect the memories of slavery to
WKH OHJ LH I U L P W G
OHG LWK GH LUH I U GHU W GL J
empathy and reform. There is a lyrical aspect to these portraits, achieved
partly from Mann’s use of a large format, 8-by-10-inch view camera
G WKH L HWHH WK H W U
HW O WH OO GL
U H
KL K
W UH
unusually subtle tonal ranges. (89)

The literary quality of Mann’s photography has also been noticed by James Christen
Steward who writes that Mann’s “works have combined factual observation and
contrived ction, nature and arti ce, putting her in the camp of postmodernist
photographers such as Cindy Sherman.” Another critic, Sarah Boxer, notices that
Mann’s photographs of her children are not meant to be treated as a family chronicle
and explains: “[C]apturing reality is not typically the aim; her children play roles,
P K
OLWWOH JLUO O HG EHJJ U GUH PHU
G I LU W OH K U WHU I U H L
Carroll’s camera.” Boxer writes that Mann’s photographs go beyond mere reporting.
and that, for example, “[t]he dangers in them represent not the real dangers at hand,
but dangers that might have been or could be.” Mann’s photographs then—like
ction—primarily tell stories. They also provide viewers with intriguing material to
feed their minds and incite them to turn those images into their own stories.
Sally Mann herself acknowledges the literary character and literary
inspirations behind her photographs. Talking about her slavery cycle, she clari es:
“What got me started was reading William Styron’s book 7KH &RQIHVVLRQV RI 1DW
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7XUQHU, which led me to photographing the Great Dismal Swamp” (O’Grady).
(O H KHUH KH GPLW
Some of my pictures are poem-like in the sense that they are very
condensed, haiku-like. There are others that, if they were poetry, would be
more like Ezra Pound. There is a lot of information in most of my pictures,
but not the kind of information you see in documentary photography.
There is emotional information in my photographs. (Rong)

It is evident that Mann nds photography and literature closely interrelated. In “By
the Book” section in 7KH 1HZ RUN 7LPHV she writes: “Yes, the two sensibilities,
WKH YL O G WKH YHUE O K YH O
EHH OL NHG I U PH L I W KLOH UH GL J
particularly evocative passage I will imagine what the photograph I’d take of that
scene would look like.”
In her autobiography, Mann explores these issues much further, creating
Y O PH L
KL K WKH L WHUUHO WL
EHW HH
K W JU K
G OLWHU W UH UH
particularly prominent. Her ROG 6WLOO UH G OLNH WU GLWL O W EL JU K LWK WKH
story told more or less chronologically and covering all stages of the artist’s life. The
reader learns about Mann’s family background, her childhood, growing up, college
days, love affairs, and her passion for photography. Since the author is a renowned
K W JU KHU KHU W EL JU K L I
U H KH YLO LOO WU WHG E WK LWK I PLO
snapshots and her artistic works. The reader will also nd many pages devoted to
the South, which Mann considers essential in shaping her artistic sensitivity, and
to her immediate family, art, memory, and the question of truth in photography.
Occasionally Mann will explain the meaning of her photographs to the readers or
will argue with those who unjustly accused her of exploiting her children by making
them pose for what they considered “provocative” photographs.
,W L
W
U UL L J WK W K W JU K IH W UH
U PL H WO L
photographer’s autobiography, but what is also worth noticing is the strong,
multilayered presence of literature in her self-narrative. The author quite
appropriately opens her memoir with a line from a poem by W.H. Auden in which
the poet refers to photography: “The steady eyes of the crow and the camera’s
candid eye / See as honestly as they know how, but they lie.” The conviction that
OLWHU W UH G HWU UH L WHUUHO WHG G WK W K W JU K K OG W EH WUH WHG
merely as a document reappear throughout Mann’s photographic memoir.
Even in the Preface Mann repeatedly refers to poets and ction writers,
mentioning William Carlos Williams, Eric Ormsby, Joan Didion, and Émile Zola.
Quoting the latter, she disagrees with his conviction that photography “preserve[s]
our past and make[s] it invulnerable to the distortions of repeated memorial
superimpositions” and instead argues that “photographs supplant and corrupt the
past, all the while creating their own memories” (xiii). Those re ections come
to her after she decides to inspect the contents of old boxes—hidden in the attic
and “untouched for decades”—which contain letters, documents and photographs
illustrating her family history and her own childhood. Mann wants to learn more
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about her formative years and about her parents’ roots; she tries to nd out how
people, places and events have shaped her artistic sensitivity. She writes: “Cutting
the strings on the rst family carton, my mother’s, I wondered what I would nd,
what layers of unknown family history. Would the wellsprings of my work as an
artist—the fascination with family, with the Southern landscape, with death – be
in these boxes?” (xiv). Mann hopes that what she nds in the dust covered cartons
PLJKW U YLGH KHU LWK H
JK P WHUL O W O W
GHU W G KHU
JU WK
an artist, but also to tell a story of her life to others. She admits:
I will confess that in the interest of narrative I secretly hoped I’d
nd a payload of southern gothic: deceit and scandal, alcoholism,
G PH WL E H
U U KH E JH PH
O GH WL H II LU GH UO
O YHG G GL WHG I PLO O G E G PH W EO
E
L LGH
KLGGH GGL WL
WKH WU JL OO H UO GH WK I EH WLI O EULGH U L O
P OL WL
Y W P I P H P GH G O W WKH UHW U I U GLJ O
son, and maybe even bloody murder. (xiv)

These lines are followed by what sounds like a blurb or an advertisement for the
volume: “If any of this stuff lay hidden in my family history, I had the distinct sense
I’d nd it in those twine-bound boxes in the attic. And I did: all of it and more” (xiv).
With these words, Mann promises the reader a story which will not only—through
WKH L O L
I K W JU K
G G PH W EH WU WKI O W U I KHU OLIH E W
which will also have all the essential ingredients of a novel.
As early as the rst chapter, Mann’s self-narrative informs the reader of
her love for words. She writes that until her early twenties she “kept handwritten
journals” (3), and quotes the rst paragraph from the earliest volume: “It has been a
mild summer, with more rain than most. We work hard and grow tired. The evening
is cool as we watch the night slide in and hear each sound in the still blue hour. The
silver poplar shimmers and every so often the pond ripples with sh. The mountains
grow deep. They are darker than the night” (3). Forty years later, analyzing this and
some later passages from her journal, she recognizes the in uence of her reading:
“Judging by the unembellished declarative sentences in those rst paragraphs, it’s a
safe bet I was reading Hemingway that summer, somewhere around my seventeenth.
But read down a few more lines and I come over all Faulknerian, soaring into
rhapsodic description” (3). Her writing style, sometimes drawing on Hemingway
and sometimes on Faulkner, reveals her visual awareness, and it is no wonder that
WKH WLWOH I WKH K WHU L WKH W EL JU K GH OL J LWK KHU U H WWHP W
G
literary in uences is “The Sight of My Eye.” This combination of the visual and the
verbal is evident throughout her book.
The rst chapter establishes a kind of setting for Mann’s autobiography.
It is signi cant, however, that instead of concentrating on nature and the scenic
beauty of Rockbridge County in Virginia, where she was born, she focuses on what
might be called an “intellectual setting” and mentions as its important elements the
names of artists and writers who used to live there. Among others, she mentions
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Carson McCullers, Tom Wolfe, Edward Albee, Reynold Price, Eudora Welty, Mary
McCarthy, and W.H. Auden.
:ULWHU
WL HG W EH
LP UW W HOHPH W I KHU I UP WLYH H U
especially since her mother managed a university bookstore, “bringing in writers as
diverse as Truman Capote, Howard Nemerov, Betty Friedan, Tom Wolfe, and James
Dickey” (200). Mann’s parents were liberal intellectuals who with their convictions
and open-mindedness exerted a huge in uence on their daughter. Mann’s father, a
physician, was a liberal minded person who “had strongly held beliefs and was brave
about asserting them.” Mann adds that he made his “kids be brave, too, facing the
OLWWOH GHU W G K OOH JH I LYLO ULJKW L WHJU WL
G H U WL
I K U K G
state” (103). She characterizes her family in the following way: “Our family had no
G LGHG W WL
J
WU O E PHPEHU KL
WHOHYL L
K U K
and no colonial house in the new subdivision. We read the 1HZ RUN 7LPHV G HG
the sports pages to line the parakeet’s cage” (103-104). Mann’s father—“a renegade
Texan with an excellent northern education, an atheist, and an intellectual” (100)—
showed a special interest in art. He often created his own provocative and irreverent
art pieces, usually in the form of oral or wood arrangements. One of his pieces was
a segment of a tree trunk resembling a man with three penises. Mann’s father, Dr.
Munger, called it facetiously 3RUWQR V 7ULSOH &RPSODLQW. The writer, who had been
sent a photograph of the piece, wrote back to the artist: “I react with wonder and
awe. None of us should complain, of course; art reminds us of that. Dr. Munger is
a brave man to have such a thing in his garden. I would be tarred and feathered and
thrown out of my town if I dared. Luckily people forgive me my books” (103). Such
anecdotes involving literary gures can be found often in ROG 6WLOO.
,W L
W U UL L J WK W EHL J EU JKW L I PLO KHUH UW G OLWHU W UH
are so prominent and respected, young Sally Mann—for whom “[w]riting came
rst”—starts writing poetry. She recalls: “Beginning in the rst year at Putney, I
OG EH I
G
IWHU OLJKW
W U KHG L WKH O HW H U H WO
P L J
O J YHUE OO GH H HWL PHGLW WL
OP W O
L
PH
UHO WL J W WKH
South” (33). The South—unlike “unpoetic” Vermont where she attends college—is
KHU P L L LU WL
G LOO UHP L
HYH IWHU KH UH O H KHU O YH I U OLWHU W UH
with her fascination for photography.
Mann’s early gift for language and letters is quickly recognized by her
writing instructor who writes in a report: “You are launched on a lifetime writer’s
project. I feel privileged to have seen your work in progress. Your splendid critical
intelligence quali es you, as maker, to receive a high order of gift.... You are a person
by whom language will live. I shall look forward to reading you” (37). And while
photography begins to slowly replace literature as Mann’s major passion, literature
maintains a very prominent place in her life. A good illustration of this is Mann’s
GH UL WL
I KHU HGGL J
We had some dif culty nding someone to marry us because there was
no mention of ‘God the Father’ or ‘the Holy Spirit’ in our handwritten
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vows. We solved it by reading aloud the E.E. Cummings poem ‘i thank
You God for most this amazing day,’ that rst line satisfying the God
requirement, and, as for the Holy Spirit, we gured Cummings had it
covered in ‘the leaping greenly spirits of trees.’ The almost childlike lack
of punctuation and capitalization that characterizes Cumming’s poetry
and his af rmation of the natural ‘which is in nite which is yes’ somehow
JKW WKH L
H W LULW I WK H E UHI W
WL O
U JUHH
WLPL P
and the wingding gaiety of the day. (53)

LWHU W UH L UH H W W O G UL J WKH HGGL J HUHP
E W LW O
P LH
Mann throughout her life. Describing her family and home, she often sees them
through a literary lens. Learning about her mother’s ancestor from the May ower
for example, she refers to William Bradford, writing:
That May ower ancestor was John Howland, a ‘lustie yonge man’ who,
according to Bradford’s 2I 3O PRXWK 3ODQWDWLRQ
H W YHUE UG
E W P JHG W K J
W
G JOL J OL H O J H JK W EH OOHG
to safety. Reading about him, I marvel at the contingency of my own
existence, dependent here on the strength of a seventeenth-century piece
of woven rope. (171)

Elsewhere, writing about her great grandmother, she informs the reader that “she
had regularly been ‘petted’ by Charles Dickens” who “called her ‘my little Nelly’.”
This makes her wonder if her great grandmother “possessed something of the
UH G W L WHG L
H H I KL I P
KHU L H L 7KH 2OG &XULRVLW 6KRS”
(176). Recalling her photo session at “The Body Farm,” she describes one of the
decomposing male bodies she saw there, again resorting to literature: “Several days
of postmortem beard growth had roughened his cheeks, and his ngernails were
dirty and long. He looked like a Dickensian down-and-out who had stumbled into
Lewis Carroll’s body-stretching fantasy by mistake” (422). Completing her visit at
the research facility, she observes another body with a face seriously dis gured by
a vulture. Mann does not react with repulsion, but instead recalls Robinson Jeffers’s
poem “The Vulture,” in which the poet “anticipates the ‘sublime end’ of his body
KH LW L H WH
G EH PH
UW I
UUL ELUG IH WKHU K U H HG OLIH IWHU
death, ‘an enskyment’” (424).
Looking closely, we nd still other re ections on writers and literature. :KH
Mann describes her friendship with the Cy Twombly, a famous painter, she admits how
fascinated she was by the artist’s story about how he met Ezra Pound, the poet she had
written her Master’s thesis about. With childlike enthusiasm, Mann writes:
,P JL H WK W
P H NHU
G U K O WH L WKH K PLG O L JO
fragrant Virginia night, Cy, in a Pound-like whisper, tells a story I found
P UYHO
L WKH P
LP U E EOH WKUH G LW
YH W JHWKHU WK W KH K G
HH K G KHDUG Ezra Pound, the author of the lines written on my father’s
memorial stone, with whom I held a long fascination. (80)
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On another occasion, she remembers going to the car races with her father. Mann
does not like the experience, describing the races as “boring” and the motor court in
which they were staying as a place “that Humbert Humbert would have found too
squalid” (344).
References to Pound and Nabokov can be found often in Mann’s memoirs,
E W WKH ULWHU K W U HG W W EH WKH P W L WU PH W O L WKH K L J I KHU UWL WL
sensitivity was William Faulkner. Reading EVDORP EVDORP was her “moment of
NH L J WKH H GH ULEHG E *U K P *UHH H
WKH G U W WKH I W UH IWHU
which the world is never seen in the same way” (263). Mann declares: “Faulkner
WKUH
LGH WKH G U I P LJ U W KLOGK G G WKH I W UH WKH KH UWEU NH I W UH
lled with the hitherto unasked questions, strolled easefully in. It wounded me, then
G WKHUH LWK WKH JUH W G H
G WU JHG I U U PHUL
OLIH LWK WKH WU WK
of all that I had not seen, had not known, and had not asked” (263). Signi cantly, in
ROG 6WLOO Mann deals with those “unasked questions” and devotes much space to the
question of slavery and to the complex race relations in the South. Her autobiography
EH PH P UH WK
OL H U W U I KHU OLIH LW L U WKHU
OOH WL
I PHGLW WL
on various issues that were relevant in the life of the artist as she was growing up.
H LGH L O GL J P
OLWHU U UHIHUH H G W ULH
ROG 6WLOO L GH HO
documented autobiography that includes dozens of family photographs which are
carefully explained, as well as a postscript with facsimiles of letters written to Mann
by her father. And yet this is not a simple sort of documentation, as the author realizes
WK W WKH E H WLYH WU WK L
W EL JU K
W EH WW L HG G
H UO
WKH
introduction to the volume—speaks of “betrayals” of memory and “beautiful lies”
(xiii). Feeling freed from the duty of presenting the reader with “scienti c, objective
truth” (xiii) and yet not ignoring documentation, she produces a text which, while
heavily factual, has a strong ctional quality. The following quote in which Mann
explains why her parents decided to send her to a boarding school is typical of this
W H
,W

OG LW WKL
UU WLYH LI , HUH W WHOO
WK W P PH
G L H LWLYH
UH W H W PH W E UGL J K O L WKH
UWK W H U WH PH IU P
my true love, Khalifa. But the truth is this: my confused and concerned
UH W H W PH W WKH
UWK WK W UW L WLOO WU H EH
HP
UH NOH EHK YL U
K U HE N K G P U KHG L W UH NOH EHK YL U L
other areas. (15)

This desire to go beyond life’s reality and documentary obligations can be seen, for
example, in Chapter 4, where—trying to solve some family history—she gives her
autobiography features of a detective story, or in Chapter 6, where—describing her
family farm—she adopts the kind of language associated with pastoral narratives.
What is more, one of her chapters, Chapter 14, is essentially a short story and could
be even published as ction.
Sometimes, as if feeling that her autobiographical prose, even when
combined with her evocative photographs, cannot fully express how she feels about
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something, Mann resorts to her poetry. For example, she describes her favorite
Virginia landscape in the following way:
[T]hat July morning in the upper pastures, where the vine-oppressed trees
O NHG OLNH W
HG JL W K PEOL J O J K W K G
H EHH
IH H
line, and a plangent humidity lled the elds, exactly the way it did when
I wrote in March 1969:
KH Y
H W IK H
NOH K J
, WKL N
HHW O HU YHU WKH O G
G WKH UL OH I KH W H K HG WKH UK WKP
2I YL H W L HG U
G WKH WU N I WUHH
Dangling from their branches. (210)

Mann uses her poems on several other occasions as if convinced that poetry can
express certain emotions more fully and truthfully that autobiographical prose. This
EH HH L WKH I OO L J
JH KL K K
KHU G KHU K E G P NL J O YH
in the elds:
When I pushed the last slide into the last lm holder, I felt my impatient
husband pushing against me and my dress rising around my hips. And
WKHUH H HUH J L
W OLNH WKH O YHU I
KH , U WH I L
W
such a moment, also here on the farm and in these same elds:
2 U EUH WK
JKW OLNH HHGOH
2 WKH NL I WHU
You said ‘Will it be here?’
+HUH KHUH WKH JU
L
W OO
G , WK JKW
H
Yes here. (212)

It often seems that Mann feels it necessary to use a combination of images, prose
and poetry to convey certain messages or to reveal her emotions. A photograph or
HP KH WKL N
UH E L OO GLIIHUH W UW I UP
G K OG EH
UH L WHG
for what they are, but in a text that is meant to be primarily autobiographical such
PEL WL
I
UG
G LP JH PLJKW EH P UH HIIH WLYH L UH H WL J K W
exactly happened and how she felt about it.
Mann often resorts to a technique that some will associate with her
K W JU KL NLOO
KLOH WKHU
LOO
LGHU WKHP
WULE WH W WKH OLWHU U
neorealists, such as Raymond Carver. Like Carver, she often pays attention to minute
GHW LO
KL K P
W PH P K W
YHU JH UH GHU E W K H UH H H LOO
be recognized and appreciated by those whose sensitivity is comparable to Mann’s.
This photographic attention to details has been noticed by Lucy Davies:
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The stories in this book are the stuff of the novels, and Mann brings her
photographer’s eye to the striking visual vignettes. The pinky round
of a peeled apple in her black nanny Gee-Gee’s palm, a dead chicken
dropping from the wrist ‘like faded bouquet’; the lone, incongruously
KHHUI O U JH LOO OHIW L WKH E WWOH IWHU KHU I WKHU PPLW
L LGH KHU
mother-in-law’s soiled underwear, discarded on the oor, before she shot
her sleeping husband and turned the gun on herself.

As it can be seen, Mann uses a variety of literary techniques, borrows from
different genres and generally enjoys playing with language, which is emphasized—
for example—in the titles of her chapters. One of them, in an obvious reference
to Cormac McCarthy, is called “All the Pretty Horses,” while another includes a
reference to the famous 1955 photography exhibition and is called “The Family of
Mann.” There is little doubt that while writing about photography she pays tribute to
her other passion—literature. In an interview she explains why she did not become
a writer, but chose to express herself in images rather than words: “I wish I could be
a better writer, but writing is so dif cult. I get seduced by visual aesthetics” (Rong).
In fact, photography and literature are for Mann complementary. She writes
E W KHU I L WL
LWK WKH I UP KH
EU JKW
G E W KHU O YH I U
the wonderful landscapes she could admire every day. Mann admits that she wrote
poems about them obsessively, but sometimes could not nd the right words to
express her fascination. She explains:
And if I couldn’t do justice with words... I tried with my camera,
P L J LOYHU HP I W H G GHUW
WKH LP JHU
W U WHG
still with the words of authors I read in my teenage years—Faulkner,
Whitman, Merwin, and Rilke. Many of my (poem-)photographs would
L J WK H
UG KH G
LWK EH W
GHU
LWK O
ULJKW E N W
them. (208)

Although photography can often show what literature cannot, Mann often feels that
photography has its shortcomings, too. She explains: “At its most accomplished,
photographic portraiture approaches the eloquence of oil painting in portraying
K P
K U WHU E W KH
H OO
K W U PHGL UH K W JU KL
UWU LW
to represent us, we nd they not only corrupt memory, they also have a troubling
power to distort character and mislead posterity” (308). This conviction is evident in
the section devoted to her grandfather. Writing about him, Mann refuses to speculate
on what kind of person he was on the basis of the only image of him that she has.
Mann writes:
But since we have just this one picture of Henry Munger, we have no
way of knowing if it’s a distortion or true to life. Studying it, I resist the
LP O H W P NH
P WL
E HG
IU WL
I
H G
W KHG
IU P WLPH HUK
WKH PH H G WK W OLJKW J
H WL WU EOHG
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his lower bowel. So despite his crabbed countenance... I must take into
account evidence of his character derived from other sources. (308)

2 O G PH W OHWWHU
G WH WLP LH I WK H K N H KLP P KHO L
presenting a fuller picture of Henry Munger.
For Mann, photography labeled as documentary is not to be trusted fully.
She stresses repeatedly that her “controversial” family photographs from ,PPHGLDWH
)DPLO are artistic creations and not documents. Responding to the wave of
WL
WK W KH
W NL J L W UH I KHU KLOGUH L HPE UU L J LW WL
and was exploiting them in this way, Mann writes:
+
H WLH W HU
I WKH P GHU JH PL W NH K W JU K I U
UH OLW
OO HU H WL L HOH WL
G OO K W JU K
P WWHU K
objectively journalistic the photographer’s intent—exclude aspects of the
moment’s complexity. Photographs economize the truth; they are always
moments more or less illusorily abducted from time’s continuum. (151)

Angered by an opinion expressed by one of her detractors—“Mann has shown us
children with ice in their veins; her kids give me the chills”—she responds:
The fact is that these are not my children; they are gures on a silvery
paper slivered out of time. They represent my children at a fraction of
a second on one particular afternoon with in nite variables of light,
expression, posture, muscle tension, mood, wind, and shade. These are
W P KLOGUH W OO WKH H UH KLOGUH LQ D SKRWRJUDSK. (151)

The controversy started with Mann’s publication of ,PPHGLDWH )DPLO
P W K YH W L KHG G K UW WKH WK U
KH IWH UH UW W LU
G H N
with a kind of artist’s superiority when responding to those who implied that she
was a heartless, immoral manipulator rather than an artist. Angered by some unjust
L L
KH ULWH
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that I actually ZDV
PH 1HZ RUN
7LPHV letter writers suggested, ‘manipulative,’ ‘sick,’ ‘twisted,’ ‘vulgar.’
(YH LI , HUH OO I WK H WKL J LW K OG P NH GLIIHUH H L WKH
the work is viewed, tempting as it is to make that moral connection. Do
H GH WKH
HU I )RU :KRP WKH HOO 7ROOV EH
H LW
WK U
unspeakably cruel to his wives? Should we vilify Ezra Pound’s &DQWRV
because its author’s nutty political views? Does Gauguin’s abandoned
family come to mind when you look at those Tahitian canvases? If we
only revere works made by those with whom we’d happily have our
granny share a train compartment, we will have a paucity of art. (153)

Defending herself, Mann includes photographic documentation to prove that she did
W W NH G PH W U I PLO
K W K L J KHU NLG L HPE UU L J LW WL
E W WK W KH
L O
G PHWL O O
UNHG
H K K W JU K W UH WH
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meaningful artistic image. For example, she demonstrates eleven takes of the same
scene and explains why she was not happy enough with the images to include them
in her album. Her method of working is similar to that of a poet who tries different
words or different word placement to nally arrive at what he considers a successful
poem.
Mann also describes another method of picture taking. It involves not so much
L W NL JO W JL J HUW L LW WL
W EH K W JU KHG E W U WKHU E HUYL J
H H G KH
PHWKL J L WHUH WL J U H WKHWL OO L WULJ L J K H
NL J
everyone to “hold still.” She explains:
You wait for your eye to sort of ‘turn on,’ for the elements to fall into place
and that ineffable rush to occur, a feeling of exultation when you look
WKU JK WKH JU
G JO
WL J HYHU
O O OH KL J WHHWK G
KL HUL J W -H LH W KROGVWLOOKROGVWLOOKROGVWLOO G W N
L J WK W LW
will be good, that it is true. Like the one true sentence that Hemingway
ULWH E W L
0RYHDEOH )HDVW WK W L E WL J ULW
G JU H WK W
happens, sometimes, when all the parts come together. (129)

Here, again, Mann compares the satisfaction of capturing an ideally composed
photograph with the joy of a writer who, after many tries, has nally found the right
words to accurately express a certain concept or an idea, or a poet who after much
effort has nally found the right kind of image.
But the inspiration for Mann’s photography does not come only from
watching her children grow or from contemplating beautiful Virginia landscapes.
She nds good literature as nourishing and inspiring as nature or people. Her famous
slavery cycle, as she admits, was inspired by Walt Whitman’s poem “I Sing the Body
Electric,” and she attributes different photographs from the cycle reprinted in her
volume to individual lines from the poem and uses them “as a template for [her] own
exploration” (286). Literature is also behind another famous photography project
of Mann’s devoted to images of American battle elds. She explains that Wisława
Szymborska’s poem “Reality Demand” is “a haunting, wild ower-at-ground-zero
of a poem that gazes unblinkingly as life goes on at the world’s most blood-soaked
battle elds” (412). One line from the poem—“There is so much Everything that
Nothing is hidden quite nicely”—she nds particularly thought provoking and
illuminating. She writes: “These lines, I decided posed an artistic challenge and
needed answering” (413).
ROG 6WLOO, the autobiographical project of Sally Mann, an ambitious project
I I P
K W JU KHU K
K
L W UH
G UG IIH W I HO G P OHPH W
each other. Her volume explains better and more convincingly than any critical text
devoted to this subject how photography and literature are interrelated.
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